Empowering Student Engagement with Flipgrid and Teams

Overview
Flipgrid is a video discussion platform that helps educators see and hear from every student in class and can foster a fun and supportive social learning environment. In this webinar we will learn how to create a Grid, Topics, integrate it into Teams and share with students. Attendees will discover ways to use Flipgrid within their learning communities no matter what grade level or subject area.

Webinar Agenda
00:00 – 10:00 Welcome: Introductions, Meeting Controls, Attendance, Objectives (10-minute duration)

10:00-20:00 Introduction to Flipgrid and Examples of Empowering Student Engagement (10-minute duration)

20:00-45:00 Flipgrid and Teams:
- Adding Flipgrid to Teams
  - Logging in
- Navigation of Flipgrid
- Getting Started Guide
- Add a New Grid and Topics
- Co-Piloting
- Delete Grids
- Adding Grids/Flips into Teams
- Explore Disco Library
(25-minute duration)

45:00-60:00 Closing Questions and Answers (15-minute duration)

Resources
- https://education.microsoft.com/en-us
- Integrating Flipgrid into your Grade Level and Subject Area
- Remote Learning with Flipgrid